


   -used to describe something that is not 
new but that is valued because of its 
good condition, attractive design, etc.  
-used to describe something that has the 
best qualities or characteristics of the 
things made or done by a particular 
person, organization

Vintage Definiton



“In 2009, mother nature surpassed 
herself. She allowed the greatest 

terroirs, whatever their grape variety, 
to bring their fruit to exceptional 

ripeness, providing a wine of wonderful 
concentration, finesse, balance and 

freshness. The Cabernet (87% of the 
blend) has no equivalent other than 

2005, but it is more tender.”
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UCC has three values

word, worship, community



“Important and lasting beliefs or ideals 
shared by the members of a culture about 

what is good or bad and desirable or 
undesirable.”

Definition of Values

“values are what we become”



Each value has two expressions/actions

word, worship, community

The values expression is meant to create 
tension (push-pull)



Push Pull

Push/Pull creates balance

Inward Outward







“[People] don’t consider the Bible to be 
authoritative, that is, they don't consider the Bible 
to place a claim on their lives, They may consider 
the Bible to be important in a general sort of way, 

but this is a far cry from believing that God has 
communicated His will through this book and 
therefore it is binding upon your actions." 

Kenneth Berding, New Testament Professor



Earlier this year, American Bible Society’s 
annual  State of the Bible research found that, 
among all American adults, the percentage of 
Bible skeptics equaled the percentage of Bible 
engaged for the first time. Millennials continue 
to drive the shift toward Bible indifference or 

skepticism. Of all millennials surveyed, 10 
percent are considered Bible engaged, while 25 

percent are considered Bible skeptics.



Post Biblical Culture

Post Biblical Christianity

Secular Christians



Word

They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to 
fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer. 

Everyone was filled with awe at the many wonders and 
signs performed by the apostles. All the believers were 
together and had everything in common. They sold 

property and possessions to give to anyone who had need. 
 Every day they continued to meet together in the temple 
courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate together 
with glad and sincere hearts, praising God and enjoying 
the favour of all the people. And the Lord added to their 

number daily those who were being saved.  
Acts 2:42-47



Learning (inward)-As a community our 
practices will flow through study of 

scriptures and in turn we will discover God 
and His revealed plan for humanity

Word

Living (outward)-If the bible is a book, it is 
in some ways a “how to” book. The how to 
is not how to behave, but instead how to 
believe. Our beliefs affect our behaviour. 



But as for you, continue in what you have learned 
and have become convinced of, because you know 
those from whom you learned it, and how from 
infancy you have known the Holy Scriptures, 
which are able to make you wise for salvation 

through faith in Christ Jesus. All Scripture is God-
breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, 

correcting and training in righteousness, so that 
the servant of God may be thoroughly equipped 

for every good work.  
2 Timothy 3:14-17


